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● Help practitioners think creatively about scalable solutions to information 
literacy programs 
● Discuss the process of a team-based approach to creating information literacy 
modules 
● Review feedback and assess the future of our information literacy modules 
Microlearning 
A skill-based approach to learning that delivers information in small, highly focused 
chunks. 
ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.
Do you use video tutorials at your library?
The Task: 
Building a Sustainable Information Literacy Program
Picture it: 2017
The “Old Normal”
An Idea is Born
ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.
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● Reading the Assignment
● Picking Your Topic
● Locating & Evaluating Information
● Synthesizing Information




Top Five Videos- Usage Over Time




August 1st, 2017- April 30, 2021
● Referring Traffic: 
○ 34%- YouTube Search
○ 20%- Instructure (Canvas)
● Most Popular Playlists:
○ Picking a Topic
○ Finding Sources
○ Synthesizing Sources 
● 70% viewed on a computer
● 23% viewed with subtitles on
Other Video Stats
August 1st, 2017- April 30, 2021
● 48 Visible videos
● 27 created since March 2020
Takeaways
● Newer videos are course specific
● Newer videos are task specific 
Faculty Interactions, March 2020 - April 30, 2021
Total: 354 (107% increase from all 2019 totals)
● 79 - General Online Course Support 
● 18 -  Specifically about Modules
Library Instruction 
● Pre-pandemic- 100 classes/semester
● March 2020-April 2021- 47 total
Faculty Feedback on Modules
90%- Very Satisfied with Length
80%- Very Satisfied with Content
● Very little feedback on the added 
quizzes/assignments 
● All cited “convenience” as the best 
feature of the tutorials 
Faculty Feedback- con’t
Faculty Feedback
Sometimes it is frustrating to 
have the quizzes separate from 
the materials/videos which 
appear in a separate 
assignment.  I have taken many 
of these and moved the video 
instructions directly into the quiz, 
so they do not become 
separated.
Students are so uninformed; I would 
like to have a lesson on finding news 
sources; they get news from social 
media. I would require something on 
current events in Comp 1.  
Also please update the confirmation 
bias
More on citations and 
how they are 
important, why and 
how they are used 
across disciplines.
Workflow and Upkeep
● Link validation through Canvas
● Liaisons create discipline-specific tutorials
● Faculty video requests
Discipline-Specific Tutorial Additions
● Criminal Justice 
○ General, advanced, and capstone research
● History 
○ Primary sources research
● Literary Criticism 
○ What it is and how to find it
● Nursing & Allied Health
○ Basic and advanced searching with CINAHL, accessing full text and citing
Looking Back….
● More hands on workshop opportunities for faculty
● Student volunteers to test modules 
● Better awareness of Canvas limitations 
MLILM Future Wish List
● Assignment of modules before library instruction
● Increased completion incentive for students
● Comprehensive faculty assessment
● Workshop opportunities
What’s Next:
Summer 2021 Reboot 
Resources/Contact Us
MLILM in Canvas Commons
YouTube Channel
MLILM Libguide
Erin McCoy, emccoy@massasoit.mass.edu 
Kay Neary, kneary1@massasoit.mass.edu
